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Everyone's talking about XEveryone's talking about X
at conferences: let's do Xat conferences: let's do X

right now!right now!
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Let's get definitionalLet's get definitional



CSIRT vs SOCCSIRT vs SOC



IR++  IR++  
{hunting, threat intel,{hunting, threat intel,

machine learning, big data}machine learning, big data}



HuntingHunting

Source w/ more detail:

http://detect-respond.blogspot.com.au/2015/10/a-simple-hunting-maturity-model.html

"...the collective name for any manual or machine-
assisted techniques used to detect security incidents."



Threat intelThreat intel
Evidence based, actionable
knowledge on threats.
 

The "how", "why" and
"who" (maybe).



Data vs intelData vs intel
Threat data / information: historical
observations / indicators
 

Threat intel: knowledge of tactics, techniques
and procedures that tells us about likely
future patterns



Threat intel requirementsThreat intel requirements
Labour intensive, backed by
good data + automation



Symbiotic processesSymbiotic processes



Big data + machine learningBig data + machine learning
Algorithmic pattern detection on historical data
 
Rules generated rather than written
 
Evolving, scope for misuse



But before all this...But before all this...



We can't defend our wayWe can't defend our way
out of incident responseout of incident response



"Defenders must be"Defenders must be
perfect; attackersperfect; attackers

only need to be rightonly need to be right
once."*once."*

* Ideally, deep defences should mean* Ideally, deep defences should mean
successful attackers need to be perfect toosuccessful attackers need to be perfect too



Incidents are expectedIncidents are expected
We can't defend all "known unknown"
vulns and attacks; expect to respond to
successful attacks.



Response plans firstResponse plans first
Threat intel helps us find new attacks...

...but detection alone doesn't resolve an
incident.



Security teamSecurity team
maturitymaturity

Building a CSIRTBuilding a CSIRT



Our protagonistsOur protagonists
(antagonists?)(antagonists?)
ACIRT-to-be: twoACIRT-to-be: two

enthusiastic sysadmin /enthusiastic sysadmin /
security bodssecurity bods



CSIRT maturity levelsCSIRT maturity levels
Level -1: Faith based incident response
Level 0: Ad hoc team
Level 1: Building capability
Level 2: Refined processes
Level 3: Sophisticated processes



Level minus 1Level minus 1
Faith-based incidentFaith-based incident

responseresponse



We pray we don't have an
incident.
We don't know who, or how,
they'll resolve it.



Are we ready for threat intel
/ machine learning / hunting
yet?



Are we ready for threat intel
/ machine learning / hunting
yet? Not even close.



Ad hoc teamAd hoc team
Level 0Level 0



L0: humble beginningsL0: humble beginnings
Low budget, vigilante team
Little management support
Widely unknown
Responders think about IR
Not branded as a CSIRT
Internally-held knowledge



Are we ready for threat intel
/ machine learning / hunting
yet?



Are we ready for threat intel
/ machine learning / hunting
yet? Not really.



Level 1Level 1
Building capabilityBuilding capability



Formally defined the team and their tasks
Guidelines on ethics, legality
Have incident classifications
Have management buy-in
Loose understanding: constituency, authority,
responsibility

L1: Defining the teamL1: Defining the team



L1: Continuity of opsL1: Continuity of ops
Documentation developing
Can track incidents centrally
Guaranteed responder availability
Broad IR procedure



L1: Process existL1: Process exist
Analyst notebooks
Central notification and escalation
Senior management escalation
External escalation



L1: Data capabilitiesL1: Data capabilities
Know your systems
Track vulnerabilties and exposures
Site-wide log access
Some manual data feed processing



Are we ready for threat intel
/ machine learning / hunting
yet?



Are we ready for threat intel
/ machine learning / hunting
yet? Some elements,
maybe?



Level 2Level 2
Refined processesRefined processes



L2: Team mandateL2: Team mandate
Have authority, ability to investigate across enterprise



L2: CSIRT servicesL2: CSIRT services
On call
IR media strategy
Incident drills
Centralised logging / SIEM
Understand business processes
Lab network



L2: Continuity of ops ++L2: Continuity of ops ++
Reproducable processes

Incident playbooks
Team situational awareness
Multiple analyst levels

Automation
Bespoke + platforms
Platform API glue
Dark side: overheads and fatigue



L2: Incident processesL2: Incident processes
Post-incident analysis
Defined escalation
BCP for IR



L2: Data capabilityL2: Data capability
Feed processing

Formats
Normalisation
Feed quality
Not volume, but value of correlation and enrichment

Instant environment enumeration, know exposures



L2: OutreachL2: Outreach
CSIRT connections
Constituent outreach
Incident statistics



Are we ready for threat intel
/ machine learning / hunting
yet?



Are we ready for threat intel
/ machine learning / hunting
yet? Multiple elements
possible



Level 3Level 3
Sophisticated processesSophisticated processes



L3: The cutting edgeL3: The cutting edge
Hand of security functions to ops staff
Weekly incident stats report
Threat Intelligence Platform (TIP)
Ready for “big” data analysis
Thinking about machine learning, sophisticated analysis



Are we ready for threat intel
/ machine learning / hunting
yet?



Are we ready for threat intel
/ machine learning / hunting
yet? Let's do it!



SummarySummary
Lots of emerging systems and processes in threat
intel, machine learning and big data for incident
response
However: we need the backbone of incident response
in place before we can really take advantage



Thanks!Thanks!
https://www.cosive.comhttps://www.cosive.com

chris.horsley@cosive.comchris.horsley@cosive.com
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